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TANZANIA, 'IDRC -- More than half the world's people depend on firewood 

for cooking and heating fuel. The result is that the world's wood 

supply is being depleted at a much faster rate than it can grow back. 

Experts at the United Nations Conference on New and Renewable 

Energy Sources in Nairobi warned that continued deforestation at the 

present rate could have disastrous consequences for the entire planet 
- --- - --~--- ~-~~----=--- --- -.. - _, - -- -

before the end of the century. 

Deforestation results in soil erosion, loss of croplands, and 

eventually desertification. On a large scale it can also effect the 

climate over whole continents, changing rainfall patterns and causing 

droughts that srimply intensify the problem of too many people cutting 

an ever-diminishing supply of wood. 

Panels of experts at the UN Conference produced reconnnendations for 

the development and introduction of more efficient fuelwood resource 

management techniques. But the implementation of such programmes will 

take time, and meanwhile Africa's forests are being cut more than twice 

as fast as the natural rate of growth can replenish them. 

One immediate action that could save millions of tons of firewood 

would be to burn it more efficiently. For it is an ironic fact that the 
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rural people of the Third World, who can least afford it, waste as much 

as 90 percent of their fuel simply because they burn it inefficiently. 

Nowhere is this situation more evident. than in Africa, where fuel

wood accounts for 90 percent or more of all energy used in some countries. 

The bulk goes for domestic cooking, usually burned directly in open fires, 

or as charcoal. Only about 5 to 10 percent of the potential energy is 

used to heat the food -- the rest goes up with the smoke or out the 

sides of makeshift, scrap steel stoves. 

But a new charcoal stove now being developed at the University of 

Dar es Salaam's Division o.f Forestry, in Morogoro, Tanzania, uses clay 

insulation to reduce this waste dramatically. More heat is applied where 

it is wanted -- under the pot. As a result, fuel savings of up to 50 

percent are possible. 

~-- ~-- - ----rhe--tr-a-dffionar-A-fr~iCa-n cool<stove,--made -mainly af ·s-cra1r-steel-about 

1 mm thick, measures about 25 cm on a side and is about 20 cm high. Its 

best feature is probably its ability to withstand hard use. 

The new clay stove is modelled after one commonly used in some parts 

of Asia. It has three layers: an outer metal. skin made from tin cans; 

a sandwiched middle layer of ash sealed in with cement; and an inner layer 

of burnt clay. With a handle attached, the clay stove looks very much 

like a bucket, except for a small air inlet hole at the bottom and a 

fire gate halfway down the inside. 

In early tests with the stove, researchers Romanus Ishengoma and 

Keith Openshaw fired up a traditional stove and a clay stove with equal 

amounts of charcoal, gauging their efficiency by boiling a fixed amount 

of water and measuring the amount evaporated. 
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Satisfied with their testing, they issued a "clay stove challenge" 

at a local fair to anyone who could match their stove's performance 

with a traditio~al one. ·Seven days and eight cha11eng~s later, the 

clay stove stood unbeaten. It boiled more water, faster, and with less 

fuel. 

With support from Canada's International·Development Research Centre 

(IDRC), the two researchers are now expanding·and refining their experiments. 

They are also examining other stove designs used in different countries, 

and comparing the common types of steel stoves used in Africa. What 

they are looking for 1s ~ way to combine the best of both wo~lds -- the 

efficiency of the clay stove with the strength and local suitability of 

the steel one. 

The Tanzanian team has a1ready identified three features that may 

account- for-the~-imp~oved-e!f-ic-iency.--T-he-f-ir-st-i-s,--of-cour-se-,-the 

" doub1e·1nsu1ating effect of the clay and ash layers that minimize heat 

1oss. Because of 1ts top-to-bottom taper1ng shape, the clay stove also 

has a 11 se1f'·stoking 11 action that concentrates heat in the middle. No fire 

st1rr1ng or rebui1d1ng is required. A third feature of the clay stove 

1s the 1erger air space left in the fire gate -- 25 percent as compared 

to the 10 percent of the stee1 stoves •• that allows for better lighting 

and burn1ng. 

Thus the Tanzanian stove has a good chance of gaining popular 

aeeeptanee. The basic stove is fam111ar, charcoal is easy to use, store, 

and tr1n5port, and 1t has about twice the heating va 1 ue of wood. Over 

40 pereent of 111 urban hcuseho1ds in Tanzania use charcoal for cooking, 

and the trend to charcoa1 use is 11ke1y to increase throughout Africa 

as 11w11d" fu11wood becomes scarcer and other· fuels, such as kerosene, 

1ncre111 1n pr1ce. 
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In widespread use, such simple stoves as Tanzania 1 s clay stove could 

have an immediate impact far greater than all the current reforestation 

programs. They would reduce fue•lwood consumption by half -- saving 

millions of tons of wood, and tens of millions of trees. 
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